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Aim
To assess the clinical and economic impact of first-line 
drugs in managing neuropathic pain.

Conclusions and results
In the primary clinical analyses, tricyclic antidepres-
sants (TCAs) had the highest efficacy rates, followed 
by anticonvulsants (ACs) and serotonin-norepinephrine 
reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs). These measures could not 
be differentiated from a statistical standpoint, sug-
gesting that more evidence is needed to establish which 
drug class is superior. The numbers needed to treat 
ranged from 3.0 (TCAs) to 6.0 (SNRIs). In the primary  
pharmacoeconomic analyses (after adjustment from 
and through placebo for efficacy), TCAs incurred fewer 
healthcare costs and produced more health (dominated) 
than the other two classes in all analyses and remained 
dominant in most sensitivity analyses (except when 
response rates were set lower for TCAs). TCAs had 
the lowest expected cost per patient treated of $1537,  
ACs were $1906, and SNRIs were the most costly at 
$2504.

Recommendations
Not applicable.

Methods
A systematic literature search was conducted to iden-
tify randomized, double-blind clinical trials comparing 
one or more of TCAs, ACs, and SNRIs in a population 
of adults diagnosed with neuropathic pain. A similar 
search was conducted to identify partial or full eco-
nomic evaluations. Meta-analyses were performed on 
the clinical studies. Study quality was assessed using 
Jadad’s method, and homogeneity of effects was deter-
mined using χ2 and I2. A primary economic evaluation 
was performed using quantitative summaries of clinical 
response rates from the clinical meta-analysis in a deci-
sion tree analysis. The outcomes of interest were a mean 
reduction from baseline to endpoint in visual analogue 
scale (VAS) pain scores, the rate of patients achieving 

30% and 50% reduction in VAS pain scores, and rates of 
withdrawals due to adverse reactions.

Further research/reviews required
More research on a linked database to track actual 
patients in real life could be done to determine the  
everyday treatment of patients.
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